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2020 The #1 New York Times
bestseller! This chapter book
edition of the #1 New York
Times bestseller by luminaries
Ibram X. Kendi and Jason
Reynolds is an essential
introduction to the history of
racism and antiracism in
America RACE. Uh-oh. The Rword. But actually talking
about race is one of the most
important things to learn how
to do. Adapted from the
groundbreaking bestseller
Stamped: Racism, Antiracism,
and You, this book takes
readers on a journey from
present to past and back again.
Kids will discover where racist
ideas came from, identify how
they impact America today, and
meet those who have fought
racism with antiracism. Along
the way, they’ll learn how to
identify and stamp out racist
thoughts in their own lives.
Ibram X. Kendi’s research,
Jason Reynolds’s and Sonja
Cherry-Paul’s writing, and
Rachelle Baker’s art come
together in this vital read,
enhanced with a glossary,
timeline, and more.
The Uplift War Feb 01 2020
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As galactic armadas clash in
quest of the ancient fleet of the
Progenitors, a brutal alien race
seizes the dying planet of
Garth. The various uplifted
inhabitants must battle their
overlords of face ultimate
extinction. At stake is the
existence of Terran society and
Earth and the fate of the entire
Five Galaxies. THE UPLIFT
WAR is the third book in David
Brin's magnificent Uplift series.
Winner of the Hugo award
when it was first published, it
is a sweeping, brilliantly
crafted story of adventure and
wonder from one of the
greatest writers of science
fiction.
Klara and the Sun Nov 11 2020
Longlisted for the Booker Prize
2021 The #1 Sunday Times
Bestseller Featured in Barack
Obama's Summer Reading List
2021 'This is a novel for fans of
Never Let Me Go . . . tender,
touching and true.' The Times
'The Sun always has ways to
reach us.' From her place in
the store, Klara, an Artificial
Friend with outstanding
observational qualities,
watches carefully the Read Online
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behaviour of those who come in
to browse, and of those who
pass in the street outside. She
remains hopeful a customer
will soon choose her, but when
the possibility emerges that her
circumstances may change for
ever, Klara is warned not to
invest too much in the
promises of humans. In Klara
and the Sun, his first novel
since winning the Nobel Prize
in Literature, Kazuo Ishiguro
looks at our rapidly-changing
modern world through the eyes
of an unforgettable narrator to
explore a fundamental
question: what does it mean to
love? 'Beautiful' Guardian
'Flawless' The Times
'Devastating' FT 'Another
masterpiece' Observer
Assassin's Masque Sep 29 2019
Things are turning around for
seventeen-year-old Peggy
Fitzroy, a once-orphaned spy.
Her father is back from the
dead, and her unwanted
engagement has been called off
for good. But when a
mysterious veiled woman
shows up, Peggy uncovers a
fresh slew of questions about
her past, present, and future.
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

Now Peggy is back at the
palace, unsure of the loyalties
she thought she held. With the
Jacobite uprising stalking ever
closer to the throne, its
imperative that Peggy discover
who she can really trust. Can
she save herself and the royal
family, or is she doomed as a
pawn in this most deadly
game?
Vivid Tomorrows Jun 06 2020
Can science fiction--especially
sci-fi cinema--save the world? It
already has, many times.
Retired officers testify that
films like Doctor Strangelove,
Fail-Safe, On the Beach and
War Games provoked changes
and helped prevent accidental
war. Soylent Green and Silent
Running recruited millions of
environmental activists. The
China Syndrome and countless
movies about plagues helped
bring attention to those failure
modes. And the grand-daddy of
"self-preventing prophecy"-Nineteen Eighty-Four--girded
countless citizens to stay wary
of Big Brother. It's not been all
dire warnings. While optimism
is much harder to dramatize
than apocalypse, both large
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and small screens have also
encouraged millions to lift their
gaze, contemplating how we
might get better,
incrementally, or else raise
grandchildren worthy of the
stars. Come along on a quirky
quest for unusual insights into
the power of forward-looking
media. How the romantic allure
of feudalism tugs at men and
women who benefited vastly
from modernity. Or explore
why almost every Hollywood
film preaches Suspicion of
Authority, along with tolerance,
diversity and personal
eccentricity, and how those
messages helped keep us free.
No one is spared scrutiny! Not
Spielberg or Tolkien or
Cameron or Costner... nor
Dune or demigods or zombie
flicks. Certainly not George
Lucas or Ayn Rand! Though
some critiques are offered from
a lifetime of respect and love...
and gratitude.
Existence Jun 18 2021 OUR
CONTINUED EXISTENCE WAS
NEVER A GIVEN. Year after
year, humanity has survived
the main pitfalls awaiting us natural disasters, nuclear war,
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

rising seas. But when an alien
artefact is found floating in
Earth's orbit, it pushes our
troubled world to the brink of
chaos. Is this a message in a
bottle bringing peace and
enlightenment from the stars?
Or a warning, threatening to
destroy what little stability
mankind has achieved? The
world is divided - holding its
breath. Soon we will know the
secret of existence. Brilliant
and gripping, David Brin's
novel of the near future is the
work of a modern master of
science fiction.
Startide Rising Dec 13 2020
A starship crew of humans and
dolphins skirts the brink of
interstellar war in this epic
adventure by the New York
Times–bestselling author of
The Postman. We are not
alone. Humanity’s explorations
have revealed galaxies
inhabited by millions of
intelligent species interacting
under ancient traditions.
Foremost among said
traditions is uplift, which
requires all spacefaring races
to welcome newcomers into
Galactic culture by breeding
Read Online
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and genetically guiding each
client species to full
sapience—but at a price.
Patron races demand centuries
of indentured servitude from
each uplifted client. But is
upstart humanity a patron or a
client? The Earthship
Streaker—crewed by humans
and uplifted dolphins and
chimpanzees—discovers a
derelict armada, perhaps left
by the very first patrons, the
fabled Progenitors. Suddenly
the Five Galaxies teeter on the
brink of all-out war as fanatics
hunt Streaker for the secret.
With a damaged ship and
hostile aliens in pursuit, the
crew must band together if
they hope to survive . . . This
ebook features a new
introduction by the author.
Winner of the Hugo and
Nebula Awards “An
extraordinary achievement.”
—Poul Anderson, awardwinning author of Tau Zero
“What a wonderful ride . . .
Startide Rising is one of the
books that I remember most
fondly, out of all I have read,
and rereading it thirty years
later proved just as enjoyable
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

as the first time. I remain
amazed at how many different
characters and subplots Brin
juggles without a misstep, and
the way he keeps the tension
and suspense high
throughout.” —Tor.com “This is
one of the outstanding SF
novels of recent years.”
—Publishers Weekly “One of
maybe twenty science fiction
novels that deserve the label
classic.” —Time
Breath from Salt Aug 28
2019 Recommended by Bill
Gates and included in
GatesNotes "Elaborating on the
science as well as the business
behind the fight against cystic
fibrosis, Trivedi captures the
emotions of the families,
doctors, and scientists involved
in the clinical trials and their
'weeping with joy' as new
drugs are approved, and shows
how cystic fibrosis, once a
'death sentence,' became, for
many, a manageable condition.
This is a rewarding and
challenging work."
—Publishers Weekly Cystic
fibrosis was once a mysterious
disease that killed infants and
children. Now it could Read
be the
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key to healing millions with
genetic diseases of every
type—from Alzheimer's and
Parkinson's to diabetes and
sickle cell anemia. In 1974,
Joey O'Donnell was born with
strange symptoms. His
insatiable appetite, incessant
vomiting, and a relentless
cough—which shook his tiny,
fragile body and made it
difficult to draw
breath—confounded doctors
and caused his parents
agonizing, sleepless nights.
After six sickly months, his
salty skin provided the critical
clue: he was one of thousands
of Americans with cystic
fibrosis, an inherited lung
disorder that would most likely
kill him before his first
birthday. The gene and
mutation responsible for CF
were found in
1989—discoveries that
promised to lead to a cure for
kids like Joey. But treatments
unexpectedly failed and CF was
deemed incurable. It was only
after the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation, a grassroots
organization founded by
parents, formed an
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

unprecedented partnership
with a fledgling biotech
company that transformative
leaps in drug development
were harnessed to produce
groundbreaking new
treatments: pills that could fix
the crippled protein at the root
of this deadly disease. From
science writer Bijal P. Trivedi,
Breath from Salt chronicles the
riveting saga of cystic fibrosis,
from its ancient origins to its
identification in the dank
autopsy room of a hospital
basement, and from the CF
gene's celebrated status as one
of the first human disease
genes ever discovered to the
groundbreaking targeted
genetic therapies that now
promise to cure it. Told from
the perspectives of the
patients, families, physicians,
scientists, and philanthropists
fighting on the front lines,
Breath from Salt is a
remarkable story of unlikely
scientific and medical firsts, of
setbacks and successes, and of
people who refused to give up
hope—and a fascinating peek
into the future of genetics and
medicine.
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The Transparent Society Dec
01 2019 In New York and
Baltimore, police cameras scan
public areas twenty-four hours
a day. Huge commercial
databases track you finances
and sell that information to
anyone willing to pay. Host
sites on the World Wide Web
record every page you view,
and “smart” toll roads know
where you drive. Every day,
new technology nibbles at our
privacy.Does that make you
nervous? David Brin is worried,
but not just about privacy. He
fears that society will overreact
to these technologies by
restricting the flow of
information, frantically
enforcing a reign of secrecy.
Such measures, he warns,
won't really preserve our
privacy. Governments, the
wealthy, criminals, and the
techno-elite will still find ways
to watch us. But we'll have
fewer ways to watch them.
We'll lose the key to a free
society: accountability.The
Transparent Society is a call
for “reciprocal transparency.”
If police cameras watch us,
shouldn't we be able to watch
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

police stations? If credit
bureaus sell our data, shouldn't
we know who buys it? Rather
than cling to an illusion of
anonymity-a historical
anomaly, given our origins in
close-knit villages-we should
focus on guarding the most
important forms of privacy and
preserving mutual
accountability. The biggest
threat to our freedom, Brin
warns, is that surveillance
technology will be used by too
few people, now by too many.A
society of glass houses may
seem too fragile. Fearing
technology-aided crime,
governments seek to restrict
online anonymity; fearing
technology-aided tyranny,
citizens call for encrypting all
data. Brins shows how,
contrary to both approaches,
windows offer us much better
protection than walls; after all,
the strongest deterrent against
snooping has always been the
fear of being spotted.
Furthermore, Brin argues,
Western culture now
encourages eccentricity-we're
programmed to rebel! That
gives our society a natural
Read Online
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protection against error and
wrong-doing, like a body's
immune system. But “social Tcells” need openness to spot
trouble and get the word out.
The Transparent Society is full
of such provocative and farreaching analysis.The
inescapable rush of technology
is forcing us to make new
choices about how we want to
live. This daring book reminds
us that an open society is more
robust and flexible than one
where secrecy reigns. In an era
of gnat-sized cameras,
universal databases, and
clothes-penetrating radar, it
will be more vital than ever for
us to be able to watch the
watchers. With reciprocal
transparency we can detect
dangers early and expose
wrong-doers. We can gauge the
credibility of pundits and
politicians. We can share
technological advances and
news. But all of these benefits
depend on the free, two-way
flow of information.
The Life Eaters Dec 25 2021
Brought back to the mortal
plane by sorcery, the Norse
Gods joined the battlefields of
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

World War II leading to major
Nazi victories, but with the war
still raging a generation later,
the final battle lines are being
drawn.
Uplift Sep 02 2022 WINNER
OF THE HUGO, LOCUS AND
NEBULA AWARDS Under the
caverns of Mercury, the
Sundiver Mission prepares for
a momentous voyage: a journey
into the blazing inferno of the
sun, to seek our destiny in the
cosmic order of life. For in a
universe where no species can
reach sentience without being
'uplifted' by a patron race, only
humanity - it seems - may have
climbed to the stars unaided.
This is a feat that puzzles and
even angers some of the
ancient, mighty Galactic Clans.
Now, in a saga that warps from
Earth to the far-reaches of five
galaxies, the greatest mystery
of all may be explained . . . This
omnibus contains the first
three novels in David Brin's
classic and award-winning
science fiction series, the Uplift
Saga: SUNDIVER, STARTIDE
RISING and THE UPLIFT WAR.
Foundation's Triumph Oct 30
2019 Isaac Asimov's Read Online
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Foundation Trilogy is one of
the highwater marks of science
fiction.The monumental story
of a Galactic Empire in decline
and a secret society of
scientists who seek to shorten
the coming Dark Age with tools
of Psychohistory, Foundation
pioneered many themes of
modern science fiction.Now,
with the approval of the Asimov
estate, three of today's most
acclaimed authors have
completed the epic the Grand
Master left unfinished. The
Second Foundation Trilogy
begins with Gregory Benford's
Foundation's Fear, telling the
origins of Hari Seldon, the
Foundation's creator. Greg
Bear's Foundation and Chaos
relates the epic tale of Seldon's
downfall and the first stirrings
of robotic rebellion. Now, in
David Brin's Foundation's
Triumph, Seldon is about to
escape exile and risk
everything for one final quest-a
search for knowledge and the
power it bestows. The outcome
of this final journey may secure
humankind's future-or witness
its final downfall...
Brightness Reef Mar 28 2022
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

The author of Startide Rising
returns to the setting of his
Hugo and Nebula Awardwinning novel to tell the story
of the planet Jijo, home to an
illegal colony whose existence
is threatened by mysterious
visitors. Reprint. PW. K.
Contacting Aliens Nov 23 2021
A compendium of information
about the complex worlds
captured in Brin's Nebula and
Hugo Award-winning novels
about the uplift universe and
the various alien races that
populate the series.
The Tide of Victory Oct 11
2020 AN EVIL The creators of
the monster called Link once
were human, but that was
distant ages in their past. Now,
from the far future, they have
sent their creation back to
shape the world of the 6th
century AD into the form that
will make their own foul
existence possible. Taught and
ruled by Link, the Malwa
Empire has spread from the
Indus Valley, across India and
into Mesopotamia. Its inhuman
master has chosen its
instruments from the most
brutal and degraded members
Read Online
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of humanity, and they have
served its monstrous ends well.
A GUIDE Those in the future
who never were human have
sent their own messenger to
the past: Aide, a gleaming
jewel who can warn but not
lead; who can teach the
construction of new weapons
but cannot wield those
weapons himself. Aide has
come to Belisarius, the greatest
general of the 6th century and
perhaps any century. Between
them they have forged an
alliance of all the world against
evil¾and an army that can be
the spear through evil's heart.
A CRUSADE With lancers and
breech-loading rifles, with
steamships and with galleys,
Belisarius is marching into the
Malwa heartland. In a world
aflame with treachery,
assassination, and slaughter
beyond anything save the
battles of mythology, he and
his companions know only one
sure thing: if they fail, their
whole world is doomed to living
Hell¾for all time! A VICTORY!
Politics, battle, and heroic
adventure in a vivid alternate
past! At the publisher's
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

request, this title is sold
without DRM (Digital Rights
Management).
Kil'n People Feb 12 2021 Al
Morris is a private investigator.
Actually, he's lots of private
investigators. For he lives in a
world in which every person,
every day, can be in any
number of places at the same
time. It's the world of dittos. It
is our world. Welcome to the
future. In a business where
information is the currency,
Al's dittos are loaded. And with
a number of cases on the go at
once, it is crucial that Al keeps
track of what's going on. What
he doesn't know is that he is
about to be drawn into a plot
that could throw this delicately
balanced world into chaos. It
seems that the technology has
been developed for dittos to
replicate themselves. It seems
that real people may no longer
be necessary. And, suddenly, it
seems that mankind's dream of
immortality could turn into a
nightmare. Look out for more
information about this book
and others at
www.orbitbooks.co.uk
Kings of the Wyld JulRead
28 Online
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A retired group of legendary
mercenaries get the band back
together for one last impossible
mission in this award-winning
debut epic fantasy. "Fantastic,
funny, ferocious." -- Sam Sykes
Clay Cooper and his band were
once the best of the best, the
most feared and renowned
crew of mercenaries this side
of the Heartwyld. Their glory
days long past, the mercs have
grown apart and grown old,
fat, drunk, or a combination of
the three. Then an exbandmate turns up at Clay's
door with a plea for help -- the
kind of mission that only the
very brave or the very stupid
would sign up for. It's time to
get the band back together.
Exiles Apr 28 2022 A WORLD
THREATENED BY ITS PAST,
FIGHTING FOR ITS FUTURE
Planet Jijo is forbidden to
settlers, its ecosystem
protected by guardians of the
Five Galaxies. Yet, over
centuries, refugees of six
intelligent races have come,
weaving a new society in the
wilderness, drawn together by
their fear of Judgment Day,
when the Five Galaxies will
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

discover their illegal colony.
Then a strange starship lands
on Jijo. Does it bring the longdreaded judgment, or worse criminals bent on destroying
the six races of Jijo in order to
cover their own crimes? Can
the exiles unite and find a way
to save themselves . . . and a
galaxy beyond? From the
multiple award-winning David
Brin comes the complete Uplift
Storm saga - containing
BRIGHTNESS REEF,
INFINITY'S SHORE and
HEAVEN'S REACH.
The Best of David Brin Aug
21 2021 One doesn't have to
know the world perfectly, in
order to know it better. That
lesson--first taught by Galileo-dwells at the core of both
science and science fiction,
according to legendary author
David Brin. Dangers and great
challenges confront the
characters of his stories and
award-winning novels such as
The Uplift War and The
Postman. But even when the
odds are steep and disaster
looms, there remain
possibilities... ...such as when a
hero climbs an impossible
Read Online
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mountain to confront Fate
itself, in "The Loom of
Thessaly," or when world
powers battle over a Vegas
magician's knack for
prediction, in "The Tell," or
uncovering ancient terrors
long-buried under an urban
landfill ("Detritus Affected"), or
when a mother in labor fights
to save her child from an
invention gone-wrong ("Dr.
Pak's Preschool"). Brin has
thrilled readers in almost thirty
languages by presenting vastly
imaginative--and wellgrounded--challenges set in
times that might yet
come...along with a sometimes
razor-thin hope we'll persevere.
In this major retrospective
collection of shorter work,
gathered from across an
extraordinary career spanning
decades, you'll find wonder via
David Brin's unparalleled talent
at imagination, extrapolation,
hard headed optimism, and
plain old fun. Here, you will
find "The Crystal Spheres," the
Hugo Award winning short
story that first brought Brin
wide acclaim, posing one more-colorfully strange--answer to:
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

"Are we alone in the universe?"
Before The Postman won
awards as a novel and became
a major motion picture, that
tale of a storyteller reviving
dreams of a better world
originated in the Hugonominated novella that's
included here. Confronting one
of the oldest challenges in
modern SF--"What if the Nazis
won?"--Brin presents an
unexpected answer in "Thor
Meets Captain America." And
his penchant for offering Ihadn't-thought-of-that!
answers, as well as questions,
erupts in "Stones of
Significance," a postSingularity world where human
identity can and will survive
technological evolution.
Writing of that last story, Brin
says that "Ideas are like fruit,
watered with patience and
observation--but pollinated by
surprise!" Here, in more than
twenty stories representing the
best work of a masterful writer,
readers will find an entire
orchard of ideas, rooted in
guarded optimism and
stretching skyward towards a
multitude of possible worlds.
Read Online
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Brightness Reef Oct 03 2022
Strange visitors throw a planet
of refugees into chaos in this
science fiction adventure by
the author of New York Times
bestseller The Uplift War. Book
One in the Uplift Storm Trilogy
Centuries ago, the Buyur race
abandoned Jijo. Now off-limits
to settlers, it’s warded by
guardian machines who will
protect the planet until the
Institutes of the Five Galaxies
declare Jijo ready—in another
million years—for new
civilization. But mere laws and
guardians can’t keep out the
desperate. Clandestine bands
of “sooners” have sneaked
down to the lonely planet. Six
intelligent races—all
refugees—have bickered . . .
then built a new society in the
wilds of Jijo, hidden beneath
forest canopies. Together they
live in harmony—and in fear of
the day their illegal colony will
be discovered and judgment
from the Five Galaxies will rain
down upon them. One day a
strange starship finally does
appear on Jijo. But its owners
do not bring law or judgment.
Only dire secrets. And they’ll
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

do whatever it takes to keep
them . . . This ebook features a
new introduction by the author.
Hugo Award Finalist “A
captivating read . . . Brightness
Reef leaves you looking
forward to more. It’s a worthy
addition to what promises to be
a great science fiction series.”
—Star Tribune “Brin is a
skillful storyteller. . . . There is
more than enough action to
keep the book exciting, and
like all good serials, the first
volume ends with a bang.”
—The Plain Dealer “A universe
that’s immensely appealing,
leaving readers hungry for
more of this exciting, epic
adventure.” —Publishers
Weekly “Tremendously
inventive, ambitious work.”
—Kirkus Reviews “A timely,
science fictional contemplation
of the refugee
experience.”—Santa Fe
Reporter
Infinity's Shore Jun 30 2022
The second book in David
Brin's second Uplift trilogy is a
magnificent addition to one of
science fiction's most
ambitious and compelling
series. The six races had
been
Read
Online
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living in exile on the planet Jijo
for two thousand years before
they were discovered by the
Five Galaxies. Now they are
alone again, but they know it is
only a reprieve . . . Fleeing
across space following an alien
attack on Earth, the spaceship
Streaker finds itself stranded
near an uninhabited planet.
Kaa is sent to the surface to
investigate. All seems quiet. He
doesn't yet know that the
planet is Jijo.
Misspent Youth Apr 16 2021
Set in the near-future, over
three hundred years before
Pandora’s Star and Judas
Unchained, Peter F. Hamilton’s
Misspent Youth is a gripping
introduction to the world of the
Commonwealth Saga. Jeff
Baker is granted the gift of
eternal youth. However, it’s not
all it seems . . . It is 2040 and,
after decades of research, we
can finally rejuvenate a human
being. At seventy-eight years
old, Jeff Baker – renowned
inventor and philanthropist –
has given the world much of
his creative genius. He’s
therefore selected as first
choice for this gift. At first,
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

rejuvenation feels like a
miracle, until the glow begins
to fade. Personal relationships
start to break down and the
world waits for more brilliant
new work. Living the dream
will come at a cost, but can Jeff
pay the price? ‘The owner of
the most powerful imagination
in science fiction’ – Ken Follett
‘Hamilton handles massive
ideas with enviable ease’ –
Guardian
The Uplift Storm Trilogy Jan 26
2022 The award-winning
author’s complete second
trilogy of the Uplift Saga,
featuring a planet of refugees,
a fugitive Earthling ship, and
her dolphin/human crew.
Brightness Reef Six outcast
races hunker down on the offlimits planet Jijo when a
mysterious starship lands.
However, it doesn’t bring the
“law” they feared, but
something worse—a dark
secret the invaders will do
anything to keep . . . Infinity’s
Shore Earthship Streaker, with
its dolphin and human crew,
has been on the run for three
years after discovering a
derelict armada whoseRead
mere
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existence seems to drive the
Five Galaxies mad. With Earth
under siege and nowhere to
turn, Streaker has come to faroff, isolated Jijo in search of
sanctuary amid its population
of secret refugees.
Unfortunately, they’ve been
followed . . . Heaven’s Reach
With the arrival of deadly
enemies, the peaceful isolation
of Jijo’s six exile races has
ended. While the races join
forces to fight invaders, the
Earthship Streaker must lure
other foes into weird layers of
the unknown. Meanwhile, a
dire prophecy may put the
entire universe at risk . . .
Praise for the Hugo and Nebula
Award–winning Uplift Saga “An
extraordinary achievement.”
—Poul Anderson, awardwinning author of Tau Zero, on
Startide Rising “An
exhilarating read that
encompasses everything from
breathless action to finely
drawn moments of quiet
intimacy.” —Locus on The
Uplift War “Tremendously
inventive, ambitious work.”
—Kirkus Reviews on Brightness
Reef “Well paced, immensely
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

complex, highly literate . . .
Superior SF.” —Publishers
Weekly, starred review, on
Infinity’s Shore “A timely,
science fictional contemplation
of the refugee
experience.”—Santa Fe
Reporter on Brightness Reef
Ringworld Jan 02 2020 A twoheaded creature and a large
redfurred carnivore are among
the members of a party which
arrives to explore a mysterious
world fabricated in the shape
of a ring
Otherness Sep 21 2021 From
multiple award-winning author
David Brin comes this
extraordinary collection of
tales and essays of the near
and distant future, as humans
and aliens encounter the
secrets of the cosmos--and of
their own existence. In "Dr.
Pak's Preschool" a woman
discovers that her baby has
been called upon to work while
still in the womb. In "NatuLife"
a married couple finds their
relationship threatened by the
wonders of sex by simulation.
In "Sshhh . . . " the arrival of
benevolent aliens on Earth
leads to frenzy, madness
. .Online
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and unimaginable joy. In
"Bubbles" a sentient starcraft
reaches the limits of the
universe--and dares to go
beyond. These are but a few of
the challenging speculations in
Otherness, from the pen of an
author whose urgent and
compelling imaginative fiction
challenges us to wonder at the
shape and the nature of the
universe--as well as at its
future. From the Paperback
edition.
The Uplift War Aug 01 2022
As galactic armadas clash in
quest of the ancient fleet of the
Progenitors, a brutal alien race
seizes the dying planet of
Garth. The various uplifted
inhabitants must battle their
overlords of face ultimate
extinction. At stake is the
existence of Terran society and
Earth and the fate of the entire
Five Galaxies. THE UPLIFT
WAR is the third book in David
Brin's magnificent Uplift series.
Winner of the Hugo award
when it was first published, it
is a sweeping, brilliantly
crafted story of adventure and
wonder from one of the
greatest writers of science
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

fiction.
Sky Horizon Oct 23 2021
"Some of the Math Club nerds
have got a real live alien!
They're hiding it in a basement
rec room." High School junior
Mark Bamford didn't believe
the silly rumor. For one thing,
California homes don't have
basements. Besides. A stranded
alien? Such a cliche. A movie
rip-off. Couldn't the math geeks
think up a better hoax? Only...
was it a hoax? What about all
those black vans from the
super-secret Cirrocco Corp
cruising all over town, as if
searching for something? Time
to do some investigating of his
own. Only, who could he turn
to for help? The skateboarding
"X" crowd? The varsity
climbing team? When it it came
right down to it, should he turn
to the least likely ally of them
all? Sky Horizon explores a
possibility that has always
fascinated, since the days of
Homer -- that of strangers from
beyond -- and gives it new
shape under the deft hand of
one of science fiction's modern
masters.
The Postman Jul 20 2021
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NOW A MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE • “A moving
experience . . . a powerful
cautionary tale.”—Whitley
Strieber He was a survivor—a
wanderer who traded tales for
food and shelter in the dark
and savage aftermath of a
devastating war. Fate touches
him one chill winter’s day when
he borrows the jacket of a longdead postal worker to protect
himself from the cold. The old,
worn uniform still has power as
a symbol of hope, and with it
he begins to weave his greatest
tale, of a nation on the road to
recovery. This is the story of a
lie that became the most
powerful kind of truth. A
timeless novel as urgently
compelling as War Day or Alas,
Babylon, David Brin’s The
Postman is the dramatically
moving saga of a man who
rekindled the spirit of America
through the power of a dream,
from a modern master of
science fiction. “The Postman
will keep you engrossed until
you’ve finished the last
page.”—Chicago Tribune
Earthclan Feb 24 2022
Omnibus edition of the second
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

and third novels in the "Uplift"
series: "Startide Rising"
(winner, 1983 Nebula Award,
1984 Hugo Award, 1984 Locus
Poll Award) and "The Uplift
War" (winner, 1988 Hugo,
1988 Locus Poll Award). These
novels were preceded by"
Sundiver" (1980).
Colony High Jul 08 2020 "Some
Math Club nerds have got a
real live alien! They're hiding it
in a basement rec room!" High
School junior Mark Bamford
doesn't believe the silly rumor.
For one thing, here in the town
of Twenty-Nine Palms?
California homes don't have
basements! Besides....A
stranded alien? Seriously? Can
we say c-l-i-c-h-e? Movie ripoff? Can't the math geeks think
up a better hoax?But then...
Why are black vans from the
super-secret Cirocco Corp
cruising all over town,
searching for something? Mark
and his pal Alexandra decide to
do some investigating of their
own. Only, where can they turn
for help? The skateboarding
"X" crowd? The varsity
climbing team? It's not like
their social circle is anRead
eliteOnline
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force!Perhaps though... with
home grown ingenuity... a little
sleight of hand-okay, call it
double-dealing, whatever....
The truth isn't just 'out there.'
It may be right next door.Now
available in full length for the
first time - winner of the Hal
Clement Award for YA fiction comes the first book in a series
about young humans
confronting an age-old themethat of strangers from beyondgiving it new shape, guided by
the deft hand of one of science
fiction's modern masters.
Heaven's Reach May 30 2022
Prepare for a harrowing ride
through the universe by the
New York Times–bestselling
author of Startide Rising and
The Postman. Book Three in
the Uplift Storm Trilogy The
peaceful existence of six
outcast races on Jijo has ended.
Ancient enemies, the Jophur,
have discovered them,
preparing to subject the
refugees to their dark,
perverted plans. The Jijoans’
only hope is the same ship that
accidently led their foes to the
planet. The Earthship Streaker,
with its crew of uplifted
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

dolphins and a human
commander, must somehow
lure the Jophur into a chase
through space . . . into the
unknown. And then into the
weird. More than just the fate
of Jijo—or that of distant Earth,
also suffering a deadly
siege—hangs in the balance.
Some believe a terrifying
prophecy is about to come true,
one that involves Streaker’s
trove of artifacts coveted by
factions throughout all Five
Galaxies. As countless white
dwarf stars verge on
unexpected explosion, all
sentient life in the universe
appears to be at risk unless
someone can save them. Praise
for the Hugo and Nebula
Award–winning Uplift Saga
“The Uplift books are as
compulsive reading as anything
ever published in the genre.”
—The Encyclopedia of Science
Fiction “An extraordinary
achievement.” —Poul
Anderson, award-winning
author of Tau Zero,on Startide
Rising “An exhilarating read
that encompasses everything
from breathless action to finely
drawn moments of quiet
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intimacy.” —Locus on The
Uplift War “Tremendously
inventive, ambitious work.”
—Kirkus Reviews on Brightness
Reef
Real Virtue Jun 26 2019 In a
virtual reality game where she
can fly, someone is aiming to
take her down. Mel Mesini is a
New York City restaurateur
and an avid virtual reality
world traveler. She's risen
above her misfit life and now
bears a striking resemblance to
her glamorous gaming avatar.
But her successful life-both
online and in reality-takes a
swerve the night her father is
seriously injured in a hit-andrun. Mel is careened back to
her judgmental hometown,
where being the daughter of
the town's crazy lady had made
her the outcast she was. To
make matters worse, Officer
Jeremy Stiles, the man whose
harsh, rejecting words had cut
her the deepest, is heading the
investigation. Jeremy knows he
hurt Mel and attempts to make
amends by finding her father's
assailant. When he realizes
she's the actual target, his plan
for reconciliation turns to one
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

of protection-whether she
wants his help or not. What he
wants are answers, especially
about this online game she
plays. Is it a harmless pastime
as she says? Or is she using it
to cover something up? As a
faceless predator destroys the
things that matter to her,
Jeremy knows he's running out
of time before she loses the one
thing that matters most-her
real life.
Insistence of Vision May 06
2020 What may we become?
How will we endure? The
future is a daunting realm,
filled with real and imagined
perils. So enter it prepared!
Here are vivid tales about
possible tomorrows, from the
keen eye and colorful pen of
David Brin, a modern master of
speculative fiction. Visit a
chillingly plausible tomorrow,
when prisoners may be sent to
asteroidal gulags. Or might
prisons vanish and felons roam,
seeing only what society
allows? Suppose, amid lavish
success, we gain the
superpower to fly! Will we even
appreciate it... or will we find
new reasons to complain?
Read In
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"Mars Opposition," you'll
experience an alien invasion
like no other, confronting
humanity with a stark and
terrible choice... followed by
several more tales of conquest
from beyond, each of them
wildly different.On the other
hand, might fantastically
potent new beings emerge out
of ourselves, as revealed in
"Chrysalis"? Featuring guest
appearances by Gregory
Benford, Jules Verne, and
Galileo, this adventure takes
you beyond the very singularity
in "Stones of Significance,"
pondering what could happen
after humans are like gods.
And "Reality Check" asks one
of you readers - just one of you
- to wake up! Tomorrow awaits.
We can face it and prevail. So
long as our stance is brave
INSISTENCE OF VISION.
Uglies: Cutters (Graphic Novel)
Apr 04 2020 Experience the
riveting, dystopian Uglies
series seen as never
before—through the eyes of
Shay, Tally Youngblood’s
closest and bravest friend, who
refuses to take anything about
society at face value. “From the
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

moment we are born, we are
considered threats in need of
‘special’ management. We are
watched and shaped and
exploited by a force most of us
never see. . . . All to keep us
safe. . . . Do you feel safe?! Or
do you feel like you’re in a
cage?”—Shay In Pretties, Tally
Youngblood and her daring
best friend, Shay, both
underwent the operation that
turned them from ordinary
Uglies into stunning beauties.
Now this thrilling new graphic
novel reveals Shay’s
perspective on living in New
Pretty Town . . . and the way
she sees it, there’s more to this
so-called paradise than meets
the eye. With the endless
parties and custom-made
clothes, life as a Pretty should
be perfect. Yet Shay doesn’t
feel quite right. She has little
to no memory of her past; it’s
as if something in her brain has
inexplicably changed. When
she reunites with Tally and the
Crims—her rebellious group of
friends from Uglyville—she
begins to recall their last
departure to the wild, and the
headstrong leader she Read
usedOnline
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be. And as she remembers the
truth about what doomed their
escape, Shay decides to fight
back—against the status quo,
against the mysterious Special
Circumstances, even against
her own best friend.
Sundiver Nov 04 2022 Circling
the Sun, under the caverns of
Mercury, Expedition Sundiver
prepares for the most
momentous voyage in our
history. A journey into the
boiling inferno of the sun, to
seek our destiny in the cosmic
order of life. For in a universe
in which no species can reach
sentience without being
'uplifted' by a patron race, it
seems that only mankind has
reached for the stars unaided.
And now, the greatest mystery
of all may be explained...
Sundiver is the first book in
David Brin's magnificent Uplift
series.
Humiliation Mar 16 2021
Wayne Koestenbaum considers
the meaning of humiliation in
this eloquent work of cultural
critique and personal
reflection. The lives of people
both famous and obscure are
filled with scarlet-letter
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

moments when their dirty
laundry sees daylight. In these
moments we not only witness
the reversibility of "success," of
prominence, but also come to
visceral terms with our own
vulnerable selves. We can't
stop watching the scene of
shame, identifying with it and
absorbing its nearness, and
relishing our imagined
immunity from its stain, even
as we acknowledge the
universal, embarrassing
predicament of living in our
own bodies. With an unusual,
disarming blend of
autobiography and cultural
commentary, noted poet and
critic Wayne Koestenbaum
takes us through a spectrum of
mortifying circumstances—in
history, literature, art, current
events, music, film, and his
own life. His generous
disclosures and brilliant
observations go beyond
prurience to create a poetics of
abasement. Inventive,
poignant, erudite, and playful,
Humiliation plunges into one of
the most disquieting of human
experiences, with reflections at
once emboldening andRead Online
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humane.
The Different Forms of Flowers
on Plants of the Same Species
Jan 14 2021
Contacting Aliens May 18 2021
The award-winning Uplift
novels comprise one of the
greatest achievements in
science fiction history.
Dramatic, thought-provoking,
and inventive, these books
describe a fully realized world
rich in character, detail, and
ideas. Now Uplift author David
Brin collaborates with
acclaimed artist Kevin Lenagh
to compile the definitive guide
to the species, societies, and
technology of one of the
greatest feats of literary worldbuilding ever accomplished.
CONTACTING ALIENS Here in
the form of a handbook for
Terran field agents is a
detailed look at Uplift’s many
alien races--from the friendly
Tymbrimi to the warlike Tandu,
from the wise and enigmatic
Kanten to the fiercely reptilian
Soro, from the bureaucratic
Hoon to the manipulative
Thennanin--their physiology,
psychology, history; their clans
and alliances; and their shifting
sundiver-the-uplift-saga-1-david-brin

attitudes toward Earth and its
representatives. Here, too, is a
history of Earth’s contact and
challenging interactions with
the mysterious and powerful
Civilization of Five Galaxies, a
look at its institutions,
languages, and customs, plus a
time line of momentous events
going back 3 billion years. For
the millions of fans of the Uplift
novels, this long-awaited guide
will be an essential reference
work, filled with vital
information and never-beforeseen illustrations that reveal,
for the first time in one volume,
the keys to the ambitious vision
and bold speculation of the
Uplift universe.
Jack the Bodiless Aug 09
2020 Earth stands on the brink
of acceptance into the Galactic
Milieu, a benevolent political
and telepathic alliance of alien
races. Leading humanity is the
powerful Remillard family, but
a ruthless entity known only as
the Fury has its own agenda for
the Galactic Milieu. It starts to
murder those with metapsychic
talents, triggering a chaos that
could delay Earth's inclusion.
At this delicate juncture,
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Teresa, wife of clan leader Paul
Remillard, conceives a child
who could represent
humanity's future. But Jack's
birth is illegal under Milieu law
and she will need the
formidable mental abilities of
Uncle Rogi and Jack's older
brother Marc to cover her
tracks
Earth Sep 09 2020 TIME IS
RUNNING OUT Decades from
now, an artificial black hole has
fallen into the Earth's core. As
scientists frantically work to
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prevent the ultimate disaster,
they discover that the entire
planet could be destroyed
within a year. But while they
look for an answer, some claim
that the only way to save Earth
is to let its human inhabitants
become extinct: to reset the
evolutionary clock and start
over. Earth is the Hugo and
Locus Award-nominated novel
that, with countless accurate
predictions, earned David Brin
his reputation as a visionary
futurologist.
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